ANNUAL REVIEW

2020/2021

A REMARKABLE YEAR

Foreword
On behalf of the Directors, I am pleased to present our sixteenth annual report for
Watchtree Nature Reserve Ltd. This report covers all areas of the Reserve’s varied
work, including wildlife and habitat development, the Watchtree Wheelers, visitor
numbers, membership, events and much more.
h
As you will read, this has been a very challenging 12 months due to the impact of the
pandemic and our first ever imposed closure of the Reserve. At the outset Directors
agreed that they would do everything possible to enable safe access for the public as
they are aware how important a role the Reserve plays to many people’s wellbeing.
h
We also agreed to support our employees above and beyond the Government’s
Furlough Scheme to ensure that they suffered as little hardship as possible.
h
We were only able to achieve our objectives through the dedication and enthusiasm
of the Team Leaders, staff and, above all, the Volunteers who are essential in both
maintaining and developing Watchtree.
h
On a personal note, I must express my thanks to Ryan Dobson, our Manager, his
ingenuity, resourcefulness and leadership has enabled Watchtree to weather the past
12 months so effectively and ensured that our financial standing has remained healthier
than we ever anticipated it would.
h
I hope the report makes for interesting reading and if you require any further information
on any of the topics then please contact us directly and we will be happy to assist
you.

Richard Speirs
Chairman, Watchtree Nature Reserve LTD

Introduction
Writing an annual review following a year immersed in a global
pandemic could be the stuff of nightmares, but not here. Our
record of 2020/21 does of course include the incredibly tough
challenges presented by Coronavirus; however, the overwhelming
and incredible story of our year is one of dedication,
diversification, positivity, and community.
h
From the first mention of Covid, back in March 2020, the staff and
volunteer team at Watchtree have focused resolutely on what we
could do and tried not to dwell on what we could not. More than
ever, we concentrated on the needs of our closest community and
aimed to provide facilities and services for them as safely as
possible.
h
Throughout this report you will find examples of how Watchtree
far surpassed the standard duties of a Nature Reserve and showed
beyond doubt that we are an integral and essential part of our
community for the benefit of environmental, social, physical, and
mental wellbeing.
h
I have never been prouder to work within an organisation and
among a team of people who care so much and do so much to
benefit others around them. The year may have been difficult, but
I feel that Watchtree has prospered through adversity and grown
stronger despite the challenge.

Ryan Dobson, Manager
Watchtree Nature Reserve LTD

Wildlife
Watchtree is a diverse wildlife habitat and asset that complements the nearby National Nature Reserves.
There is no comparable local nature reserve with three distinct habitats of woodland, grassland and wetland.

The bird community in the woodlands
is showing species changes typical of a
developing woodland. Jays, Nuthatch
and Great Spotted Woodpecker are
regular sightings.

The wetland areas make a significant contribution
to our breeding and wintering bird and
invertebrate fauna. We have a large amphibian
population including Palmate, Smooth and
Great Crested Newt as well as Frogs and Toads.
These attract a regular spring visit by an Otter.

Some areas of our grasslands are slowly
developing the desired floral diversity,
although the badly disturbed soils of
the burial areas are proving a challenge
to this aim. The best examples of our
meadows boast blooms of Yellow
Rattle, Ox Eye Daisy and Ragged Robin.

Wildlife
Fifty-one species of birds bred on Watchtree this year, with another
three species holding territories. Our year-round observations recorded
ninety-one species. Our large flock of Tree Sparrows at the bird feeders
remains a big attraction as does the Starling roost. For the second
autumn we had two Cetti’s Warbler present, the last record of their
presence was in December. This bird is moving north as climate warms,
we are optimistic they will breed here. The Skylark is one of our iconic
birds along with the rapidly declining Curlew and maintaining suitable
grassland habitat is important for their continued presence. Tree
Sparrow, Skylark and Curlew along with eleven other priority section
species either breed or feed at Watchtree.
We attract a good variety of butterflies. Priority species at Watchtree
are the Dingy Skipper and Wall; both are doing well as is the Speckled
Wood, which only came to us a few years ago. A notable record was of
a Brimstone in April. A small colony of Purple Hairstreak dwell on Oaks
and Ash in Pow Wood. Moths are key indicator species of both habitat
health and climate change. Dr Liz Still undertakes annual moth surveys
for Defra and has now recorded a total of 539 species, of which
thirty-seven are of priority concern. Twenty-two new micro moths
were added to the list including two rare Aspen feeding species.
What our
visitors
say

"Watchtree is my comfort blanket a local
safe haven where I can get away from
crowds, hear birdsong and sometimes
be treated to a view of deer".

and

Adapt Diversify

17th of September
Last day of Hallsford
catering service.

23rd of March

Full lockdown, all staff on full
furlough, reserve closed to all visitors.

1st of July
Reopened for members
out of hours access.

14th of March

10th of June

10th of July

Implemented control
measures to allow
‘zero contact’ visits.

Reserve reopened for non-contact
visits only, limited car parking spaces
to reduce capacity. Cycle sales,
service and repair open by prior
arrangement. Compost toilet only
open facility.

Hallsfords Farm Produce opened a
pop-up catering service within our
John Muir Hut and we opened a
pop up shop in our portacabin.

As we progressed through the year and the world learned more about the virus, government advice, restrictions and demands
changed frequently. Our actions were also led by public behaviour, our own resources and sometimes the weather!
It was a year of continuous change, which we have recorded in the timeline of events above.

9th of October

2nd of December

29th of March

Cafe started table service for indoor
dining.

End of 2nd lockdown, and
cycle services reopened.

Cafe reopened for takeaway only,
and cycle services reopened.

1st of October
Newly refurbished cafe
reopened for takeaway
only, visitor’s centre
toilets reopened.

1st of November

6th of January

2nd Lockdown, cafe remained open for
takeaway only, visitor toilets remained
open, cycle services closed.

3rd national lockdown, Reserve
remained open for ‘zero contact’
visits, cycle sales, service and repair.

By the end of the financial year, we still hadn’t returned to education, organised sport or events.
What our
visitors
say

“Your response to COVID has been sensible, measured and practical, your communication has been
excellent as has your sensitivity and responsiveness to people and circumstances. Well done! We are
very grateful for Watchtree and all the hard work that goes on behind the scenes!”

GETTING

ON WITH IT!
Every area of the Reserve made significant
developments throughout the year, despite
the pandemic.
In each of the following sections, we have
included a ‘getting on with it’ update,
which includes the progress we made.

Habitat and Estates
“Throughout the Pandemic the morale of the team has been high, and I have been extremely
impressed at how well the team have supported and looked out for each other” David Hall

65+
Demographic

Combat Isolation

The average demographic of our
Habitat and Estates volunteers
is 65+ year old males, who are
nationally recognised as being at
risk of social isolation.

To combat potential social isolation,
a WhatsApp group was setup
between the Team as a place to
stay in touch.

Changing Roles
On return to volunteering the role
of Habitat and Estates volunteers
changed from manual reserve
work to focusing on wardening
and marshalling.
What our
Visitors say

Restrictions
Throughout the year our bird hides
remained closed as controlling and
monitoring Covid restrictions within
them was difficult.

Communication
The group was active
throughout the lockdowns and
remains so.

Due to Covid 19 risk and then the
commencement of contract work
in the Defra treatment plant area,
our access to the area for
workshop and storage was revoked
and is yet to be reinstated.

"Throughout the Pandemic Watchtree have been excellent responding promptly and
accordingly to an ever changing, fluid environment the whole team & volunteers have been
brilliant throughout, a beacon in dark times".

Annual Habitat Management Tasks

Woodland thinning – we remove approx. 5% of the trees in our
woodland each winter to increase biodiversity and ensure tree stability.

Rotational coppicing of trees and shrubs to maintain scrub which
supports many mammal and bird species.

Traditional ‘Cumberland Coppice’ hedge laying creating a mosaic of
hedgerows at different stages. Some are left tall and bushy, full of berry
crop for wintering birds

Hay meadow management growing, cutting, baling and grazing.
Objective of floral diversity and attracting invertebrates, mammals
and ground nesting birds

Getting On With It : Habitat And Estates

Watchtree Wheelers

27

Between April and September 2020, the
UK cycling market saw a 27% rise in sales
volume, compared with the same period in
2019.

%

2020 was an incredible year for cycling!
Enforced lockdown and restrictions on travel meant that more people than ever got on their bikes.
This unprecedented demand combined
with factory shutdowns and shipping
issues meant getting hold of new bikes
and even parts quickly became difficult in
2020.

On the plus side:

Sales of second-hand bikes rocketed,
and we raised a record £16,293 through
cycle sales.

The UK government introduced a ‘Fix your
bike scheme’ to help tackle the industry
demand and improve public health. We
registered for the scheme and fixed 13
bikes claiming £620 in vouchers.

However, in June 2020 we placed an order for 34 new fleet bikes – expected delivery is ‘early 2022’ and the prices
continue to rise while we wait! The team struggled to get parts from our usual suppliers, so we have had to do much more
shopping around, prices for parts have also increased considerably.

"Cycling during the pandemic lock-down reached its high point between mid-April and mid-June, regularly
exceeding 250% of normal pre-COVID levels, according to Government data” – The Bicycle Association
What our
visitors say

“Felt very safe the whole time and was well-informed when we had to
queue at the gates. The bike hire in particular felt very safe and steps were
clearly being made to sanitise equipment between use."

Watchtree Wheelers
That national increase did not result in a major spike in cycle hire though. Income from Cycle hire was down 70%
through the year. Which we put down to the following factors:

Cycle hire was unavailable for a total of 5
months through the financial year. When
we were open restrictions sometimes
limited visitor numbers and behavior.

The decrease in cycle hire is not great
for our sustainability, but we did
benefit elsewhere from selling so many
bikes. Given the circumstances, we do
not feel it is any reason for concern
and expect hire numbers will recover
rapidly when restrictions allow.
Importantly, we kept the service open
wherever possible. Many of our
beneficiary users cannot exercise in
other places or require the use of
our specialist equipment. We tried
our hardest to retain access for those
individuals as much as possible.

All group visits including healthcare
groups, schools etc. stopped
and did not return within the
year.

More people equipped themselves
with their own bikes which reduced
the demand for cycle hire.

Getting On With It : Watchtree Wheelers
We commenced a £40,000 funding campaign to replace and improve much of our adapted cycle fleet. Some of the bikes in our existing
fleet are approaching 20 years old and are very well used, we want to update the bikes to include innovative, new technology and
increase the diversity of beneficiaries who can use them.
We have successfully secured funding from;

£5,000

£10,000

£18,500

Total
£32,500

We aim to raise the remaining £5,000 through our own fundraising activities, including a cycle sportive in September 2021.
We are now placing orders for new bikes, thankfully the adapted cycle manufacturing has not been affected as much as standard
bikes but there are still some delays and prices increases

Online Booking System

We had considered an online booking system for cycle hire
for some time, although we’ve never committed to it as the
cost and upheaval out-weighed the demand. Covid forced
us into the decision as well as allowing us the downtime
required to design and implement such a system.
We signed-up to a 12-month deal with Bike Rental Manager,
who offer bespoke software for bike rental. It has taken a lot
of work to adapt the software to our needs because our fleet
is so extraordinary, but we have done it and the system now
works very well. We are conscious that pre-booking online
isn’t possible for all, therefore we still handle group bookings
offline and allow some ad-hoc hire.

Visitors Centre

The year started full of promise with big plans for refurbishing the Visitor Centre
after receiving a grant in December 2019 from Cumbria Community Foundation. In
March 2020, we went into a planned 3-day closure to install the new flooring, as it
transpired, the Visitors Centre did not reopen until October!
h
The effects of Covid on our operations in the visitor’s centre were colossal. The doors
were closed completely for 6 months and upon reopening we had strict control
measures, which were demanding on staff and resources. Whilst closed, the only
visitor facilities were the compost toilet on the other side of the reserve.
h
In true Watchtree style we concentrated on what we could do and came up with
some novel solutions to provide refreshments and raise funds while we worked on
reopening the visitors centre.

Visitors Centre

Getting On With It : Visitors Centre
We had intended to renovate the main
room of the café over a 2-year period,
tackling different areas around busy
periods to minimise disturbance to
normal service. With the enforced
closure it made sense to complete as
much as possible before reopening.

We applied and successfully received additional
funding from Cumbria Community Foundations
Covid Resilience Fund, which allowed us to
develop the café in a direction which would be
Covid secure upon reopening.
h
The renovations have been very well received by
all visitors; we look forward to using the space to
its full potential in the future.

“I love coming
What ourto Watchtree either being it walking or
visitors say “I love coming to Watchtree either be it walking or
running and
definitely for the cake and coffee! I think you
running and definitely for the cake and coffee! I
have got it right with
place
thinkCOVID
you have regulations
got it right with and
COVIDthe
regulations
the place
just every
gets better
and better
just gets better andand
better
with
visit.
Keepwith
upevery
the
visit. Keep up the good work!”
good work!”

Education
Education was the hardest hit area of our organisation
during the pandemic. Our Education Team Leader was
furloughed through the entire financial year and there
were no school visits or children’s activity sessions.

Getting On With It : Education
Whilst on furlough staff
members were encouraged to
continue with any education
and training, they could do
safely from home. Caroline
completed three training days
with Kindling Play working
towards her Forest Schools
Practitioner Level 3
qualification, she now only has
the portfolio to complete,
which she will do alongside the
recommencement of activities
at Watchtree.

Marketing and Events
Throughout the year, the ever-changing
restrictions required us to alter our operating
procedure and keep all visitors informed. Our
online presence was of upmost importance,
so we increased the activity through social
media, particularly Facebook and Instagram,
as well as sending regular updates to our
database through Mailchimp.

All pre-planned events had to be
re-assessed and consideration given to
their feasibility. The first blow was the
difficult decision to cancel the much
anticipated ‘Solway Cycle Challenge,’ we
made a call on this early before any
significant event costs were incurred.

Our weekly events at Watchtree were all temporarily cancelled, this included Ready Steady Parents, Watchtree Walkfit, Walking for Health, Wool
at Watchtree, Little Wheelers and the Watchtrail Running Series. Little Wheelers and Ready Steady Parents events both returned with additional
control measures through late summer, but were cancelled again when we entered the 2nd and 3rd lockdowns.

Although the reserve was closed, events were cancelled and people’s ability to visit was restricted, we wanted to continue supporting our community
where ever possible. We made the following changes to stay connected, keep people motivated and suppress some of the Lockdown Blues:

Posted regular activity
ideas for children and
parents on our social
media streams such as
links to online events and
live streams.
Shared images and videos of wildlife around
the reserve through the seasons, particularly
using our wildlife camera traps to film Otter,
Fox, Deer and Tawny Owls.

Hosted virtual online ‘Ready, Steady,
Parents’ sessions in place of our weekly
walks, where parents could catch up and
support each other.

Marketing and Events
Our Watchtrail running series completely rebranded as the Watchtree Running Community. The Facebook group was used to post
weekly challenges, which encouraged followers to get out and exercise whilst completing simple, sometimes creative, tasks.
Highlights included Strava Art, searching
for Trig points on your local runs and the
12k’s of Christmas.
The ideas and enthusiasm that came from
Morag and Dave Thompson, whose
efforts were recognised by the
participants so much that they created a
‘Watchtrail in Lockdown’ memento book!

We hosted additional ‘Virtual Events’,
which also raised vital funds for Watchtree.
September 100 Mile
challenge
We asked participants to
log 100 miles of activity
in September.

February Active Challenge
The Annual Halloween trail run
February was a particularly difficult
As a highlight in the Watchtree calendar, we
time for many people physically and
were determined to host the event safely so
mentally, we launched the challenge to
we completely redesigned the format and
try and combat some winter blues,
came up with the Halloween challenge!
which were made worse by lockdown.

2020 Seasonal Series
Our 2020 Watchtrail
Seasonal Challenge was
sold out before the onset
of Covid-19.

What our
visitors say

The total amount raised from ticket sales from
each event before event costs was £9,915

“Very well run. All Covid rules are clear and followed by everyone, which
certainly isn’t the case everywhere. Personally, I thought the online
running challenges in the first lock down were fantastic. The organisation
of the seasonal trail runs was also impressive. ”

Getting on with it : Marketing and Events

In early 2020 a new sponsorship
agreement was made with David Allen
Financial Services in specific relation to
the Health and Wellbeing Trail, previously
known as the Watchtrail Running Route.
H
The trail has been rebranded to recognises
its importance for other activities as well
as running.
H
Working closely with the team at David
Allen we have redesigned the signage
around the trail and made a new start
and finish line outside the visitor’s centre
and café.
H
The sponsorship also includes support
for all Health and Wellbeing Events.

Finance
There can be no doubt that Coronavirus had a huge, detrimental financial effect on us as a business.
In 2020/21 we suffered our worst financial losses in 16 years of trading.

Large parts of our income
stream were closed or severely
limited for much of the year.

National restrictions prevented
people from outside of our
immediate community from
travelling to Watchtree

Uptake of membership
reduced by 40%, a loss
of over £10,000

Many of our regular visitors
and supporters were on
reduced incomes, decreasing
their disposal income for
leisure activities

We received additional financial support from the Government through the Job Retention Scheme. This financially supported existing staff when
they were unable to work through restrictions by paying up to 80% of their salary, (actual amount fluctuated throughout the year). The board of
Directors made an early decision to top up these ‘furlough’ payments by a further 20% to avoid financial hardship for the workforce. Like many
businesses in the UK, we are indebted to the Job Retention Scheme for significantly reducing the impact of Coronavirus on our business and
allowing us to retain our existing team so that we could immediately return to business and begin our recovery when restrictions allowed.
What our
visitors say

“I feel that Watchtree played a magnificent part in helping
people cope with lockdown. I do not feel that the
organisation received the recognition that it deserved.”

Going forward...
Thanks to the hard work and determination of our team we are in a fantastic place to begin our economic recovery from the pandemic. Already in
2021 we have started to see increases in our membership and income through café and cycle services. We have plans in place to increase income
through schemes which are as Covid resilient as much as possible, such as our own outdoor catering services.
h
The pandemic has thrust public health and the benefits of being outdoors into the limelight and we intend to make the most of that opportunity.
We will continue to develop activities for Health and Wellbeing and expand on our education services for all.
h
A primary objective of the coming year is to resolve the issues between ourselves and Defra/Mitie to regain access to the workshop and storage
space previously used by our Habitats and Estates Team. We will be working closely with colleagues from both organisations to overcome the
issues involved and find some mutually agreeable solutions. Longer term we would like to relocate to our own space for the benefit of all parties.

What our
visitors say

“Watchtree has been a Covid safe social hub throughout the pandemic for
me. I have met friends regularly to run, followed by a coffee and a natter; and
always feel in a great mood on the drive home. It’s such a restorative
experience and has now become part of my well-being routine. Thanks to all
the staff and volunteers for their cheery hello’s week in, week out.”

Support Us!
Watchtree is powered by its members and supporters. Without you we simply couldn’t keep doing what we do.
There are a few ways you can support us on our mission

Visit Us
Our reserve hosts different habitats teaming
in wildlife. A network of accessible trails
makes it easy to explore and to experience
our UK wildlife in their natural habitat.

Scan here for more information

Membership

Scan here
for more
information

By joining the Watchtree Nature Reserve Membership Scheme you can really make a difference. Providing a
haven for some of Britain’s most beautiful and endangered wildlife.

Donate

As a registered charity we rely on donations to
keep things running day-to-day.

Volunteer

Watchtree wouldn’t run without its small army of volunteers
and we are very thankful for their contribution.

Scan here
for more
information

www.watchtree.co.uk

Scan here
for more
information

